Interpreting the effects of temperature and solvent composition on separation of amino-acid racemates by chiral ligand-exchange chromatography.
Routinely applied at both preparative and analytical scales, chiral ligand-exchange chromatography (CLEC) separates enantiomers capable of chelating a divalent transition-metal-ion through a pair of coordinating electronegative atoms. CLEC separation efficiencies are strongly dependent on column operating conditions, including temperature and mobile-phase solvent composition. Although previous empirical studies provide some useful guidelines for optimizing column operating conditions, the fundamental mechanisms underlying the unusually high sensitivity of CLEC performance to operating temperature and solvent composition remain poorly understood, limiting efforts to develop a comprehensive model for the technology. To address this problem, we report transport and chemical equilibria data for the separation of alpha-amino acids on a Nucleosil chiral-1 column presenting L-hydroxyproline as the immobilized ligand. Solute transport is found to be limited by pore diffusion at all column operating temperatures and solvent compositions, validating the existence of local equilibria throughout the column. Changes in separation performance are found to correlate with changes in chemical equilibria, emphasizing the need to carefully account for all speciation within the column when modeling CLEC and providing important fundamental data to achieve this goal. Each enantiomer participates in a large number of solution-phase complexes. As a result, the thermodynamic driving force for separation is unusually complex, allowing subtle changes in column operating conditions to mediate significant changes in speciation profiles and separation efficiency. A reaction-equilibria model accounting for all speciation within the CLEC column is proposed and used to estimate enantiomer partition coefficients and retention times.